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Ansrnlcr
Anorthosites and gabbrosfrom the Anorthosite Complex (LAC) have Nd and Sr isotopic
ratios that are similar to values for undepleted mantle, but variation within the anorthosite-gabbrosuite suggeststhat their isotopic ratios are aflectedby assimilatedcountry rock.
Some of the chemically evolved rocks have isotopic ratios indistinguishablefrom those of
the anorthositesand gabbros,although in generalthe chemically evolved rocks contain a
greater component of crustal material. Each of the chemically evolved satellite intrusions
have distinct Sr and Nd isotopic ratios, indicating that each intrusion evolved independently. The isotopic data for the chemically evolved rocks are best explained by assimilation of various amounts of crustal material, followed in some instancesby crystal
fractionation and further assimilation at the level of emplacement.Isotopic ratios in two
oxide-rich rocks are identical to those ofthe anorthosites,consistentwith the hypothesis
that they are late-stagefractionatesofthe anorthosite series.
INrnooucrroN
Anorthosite complexesare characterizedby featuresthat
have perplexed petrologists and geochemistsfor generations. The principal enigma of anorthosites lies in what
kind of magma and processescould have produced the
observedvast volumes of nearly monomineralic rock; as
Bowen(1917)put forth, the problem with anorthositesis
in explaining their mineralogic simplicity. A variety of
diferent types of parental magmas have been proposed,
and it is not known whether these magmas come from
depletedor pristine mantle or how much crustal material
is involved in their genesis(cf. Wiebe, 1980;Morse, 1982;
Duchesne,1984; Emslie, 1985).Furthermore,anorthosites are commonly associatedwith a ferrodioritic to syenitic to granitic suite (called the "chemically evolved"
suite herein) that is characterizedby high-temperature,
anhydrousmineral assemblages;
the relationship between
these chemically evolved rocks and the anorthosites is
unclear, as is their own internal evolution.
Nd and Sr isotopic studies of anorthosite complexes
may help resolvethe major problemsassociatedwith these
enigmatic rocks. First, becausethe Nd and Sr isotopic
compositions of the mantle and old crust are usually distinct, possible sources for the anorthosite suite can be
evaluated,in addition to igneousprocessessuchas assim-

ilation, liquid immiscibility, and crystal fractionation.
Second,isotopic dala may constrain petrogeneticmodels
for the associationof the chemically evolved rocks with
the anorthosites.
Previousisotopic studiesof anorthositecomplexeshave
yielded a variety of results and interpretations. In some
cases,anorthositesappear to be uncontaminated mantlederivedrocks (e.g.,Ashwal and Wooden, 1983),whereas
other studies show isotopic ratios intermediate between
those of mantle and crustal material, reflectingsignificant
crustalcontamination(Ashwal et al., 1986; Gray, 1987;
Menuge, 1988).Some studieshave suggestedthat the associated,chemically evolved rocks are slightly contaminated differentiatesof the anorthosites(e.g.,Demaiffe and
Hertogen,l98l; Morse, 1982;Fuhrman et al., 1988),in
sharp disagreementwith the alternative interpretation,
that the chemically evolved suite is largely the result of
crustal anatexis(e.g.,Fountain et al., l98l; Duchesne,
1984; Kolker et al., 1990).Most workers agreethat the
oxide-rich bodies are the result ofprotracted differentiation of the anorthosite-producingmagmas (e.g.,Ashwal,
I 982) possibly involving liquid immiscibility (Goldberg,
l 984).
The Laramie Anorthosite Complex (LAC) in southeastern Wyoming (Fig. l) is well suited for an isotopic
study addressingtheseproblems. Foremost, the LAC has
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Fig. l. Simplifiedgeologicmap of the LaramieAnorthosite
Complex,showingsamplelocations.Notethatmanyof theunits
in the text arenot mappableat this scale.
discussed
Kolker et al., 1990;Andersonet al., 1987, 1988),and
large portions of the complex have been mapped at
l:24000. Interpretations based on the isotopic data are
therefore constrained by these other types of evidence.
Unlike most massif anorthosites in the Grenville province, the LAC is unmetamorphosed and has not been
deformed, which makes calculation of initial isotopic ratios more reliable and makes interpretation of geologic
and mineralogical data less ambiguous. The LAC is also
suitable for isotopic study becausethe isotopic signatures
of the mantle and crust underlying the Laramie Range
and adjacent regions have been determined by study of
mafic and granitic rocks (Nelsonand DePaolo, 1984;Geist
et al., 1989).Furthermore,the ageof the LAC has been
recently establishedas 143912Ma by U-Pb study of single zircon crystals from the Red Mountain pluton (Frost
et al., 1990), so initial isotopic ratios can be precisely
calculated. In addition, previous work (Subbarayudu et
al.,1975',Fountainet al., l98l;Kolker et al., 1990)suggestsa rangeoftrace-element abundancesand Sr isotopic
ratios in the different units. Consequently,we have determined Nd and Sr isotopic ratios for well-documented
specimensfrom each of the major units of LAC (Fig. l).
ovERvIEw AND sAMPLTNG
The LAC intruded a major geologicboundary of North
America: the Cheyennebelt, a structural zone that separates the Archean Wyoming province to the north from
Proterozoic Colorado province to the south (Houston et
al., 1979). The Cheyennebelt has been interpreted as a
suture betweenthe Archean continental nucleusand ProGror,ocrc

terozoic island-arc terranes(Duebendorferand Houston,
1987). To the west of the Laramie Range, the Cheyenne
belt is well exposedas a mylonite zone in the Medicine
Bow and Sierra Madre Ranges.Within the Laramie Range,
the Cheyennebelt is completely obscured by the LAC
and ShermanGranite. The nature of the crust underlying
and surrounding the LAC is not fully known. Geophysical studies suggestthat it is continuous with the Archean
rocks to the north of the LAC (Allmendinger et al', 1982;
Johnsonet al., 1984),whereasisotopic study ofProterozoic gmnites indicates a dominantly Proterozoic lower
and middle crust (Geist et al., 1989). The northernmost
part of the LAC intrudes Archean wall rocks. Elsewhere
the LAC was emplacedinto Early Proterozoicrocks. Both
the Archean and Proterozoic country rocks rangein composition from orthogneissesto strongly metamorphosed
sedimentaryrocks.
Anorthositic rocks were emplacedin two main masses
that are separated by a septum of Early Proterozoic
gneissesand granites. Field observationsin the northern
lobe ofthe anorthosite show that it includes several distinct intrusions. The anorthositesare characterizedby a
very coarse grained protoclastic texture and plagioclase
compositions ranging from sodic labradorite through andesine. Interstitial pyroxene occurs in all of the anorthositic rocks, accounting for roughly 50/oto 150/oof the
mode.
Rocks of the chemically evolved suite principally occur
in three satellite plutons that intruded the maryins of the
main lobe of the anorthosite:(l) the Sybille pluton (Fuhrman et al., 1988),(2) the Red Mountain pluton (Anderson et al., 1987, 1988),and (3) the Maloin Ranch pluton
(Kolker and Lindsley, 1989; Kolker et al., 1990).Many
rocks of the chemically evolved suite are characterized
extraordinary Fe enrichby their anhydrousassemblages,
ment, and K-rich, SiOr-poor compositions. AU of the
chemically evolved rocks have intruded anorthosite, and
the Red Mountain pluton intrudes the Sybille pluton. Age
determinations of zircons in the Maloin Ranch pluton
suggeststhat the age of the Maloin Ranch pluton is similar to that ofthe other satellite plutons (Subbarayuduet
al., 1975 R. E. Zartman, personalcommunication, 1987).
Each intrusion comprises a variety of rock types. The
Maloin Ranch pluton ranges from relatively primitive
biotite gabbro and ferrodiorite to fine-grainedmonzonite
to coarse-grainedfayalite-bearing monzosyenite and
granite. Isotopic data and sample descriptions are reported in Kolker (1989) and Kolker et al. (1990). The
Sybille pluton is composedof monzogabbro,monzonite,
and monzosyenite.Samplesanalyzed in this study from
the Sybille pluton are describedby Fuhrman et al. (1988).
SamplesSRl52 is a monzogabbrothat intruded the margin of the Sybille pluton. Samplesfrom the main body of
the Sybille pluton, in order of increasing diferentiation
index, are a fine-grained monzonite (LAC6A), a porphyritic monzonite (LAC6C), and a coarse-grained,granular monzosyenite(SR58D).
The Red Mountain pluton contains the most strongly
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chemically evolved rocks within the LAC (Anderson et
al., 1987,1988), and analyzedsamplesinclude fayalite
monzonite (MPK60A), ferrohedenbergitemonzonite
(MPK83), and granire(SQ22).
Anorthosite samplesinclude LAC8750 from the northern lobe, a felsic layer that is interlayeredwith more mafic
layers.SamplesIGll and IGl2 are relatively pure anorthosite samplesfrom the central part of the complex.
Other rock types are volumetrically subordinateto anorthosite and evolved rocks but are petrogeneticallyimportant nonetheless.Medium-grained biotite gabbrosoccur as inclusions and dikes in both the syenitic (GR56)
and the anorthosite bodies (LAC8722). Some members
of the biotite-gabbrosuite are the leastchemicallyevolved
rocks of LAC, containing relatively Mg-rich olivine (up
to Fou.)and calcic plagioclase(up to Anuo).The gabbros
also contain primary, Ti-rich biotite, which is F- and
Cl-bearing, reflecting the water-poor character of the
magmas.Theserocks are relatively K-rich and would be
classifiedas alkali olivine basalts if they were eruptive.
Although some biotite gabbros are relatively chemically
evolved, only the most chemicallyprimitive sampleswere
analyzedin this study.
Other minor rock types are related to small, oxide-rich
intrusions that are hosted in the anorthosite, including
apatite- and Fe-rich troctolites (LAC875I), oxide-rich
ferrodiorites(SRl23D), and oxide-apatiterocks. These
are termed "oxide-rich rocks" herein. On the basis of
experimental data and field relations, the oxide-apatite
rocks and ferrodiorites are thought to be related to the
Fe-rich troctolites by crystal fractionation and liquid immiscibility (Epler et al., 1986).The Fe-rich troctolites are
consideredby Goldberg(1984) to be fractionatesofthe
anorthosite-producing magma. Oxide-rich ferrodiorites
in the Maloin Ranch pluton are thought to be comagmatic with anorthositic rocks, on the basis of field and
geochemicalevidence(Kolker and Lindsley, 1989)
The Sherman Granite is a voluminous intrusion that
is temporally and spatially associatedwith the LAC (Fig.
l). Like other Proterozoic anorogenicgranites, the Sherman Granite is characterizedby unusually Fe- and K-enriched compositions. Chemical and mineralogical characteristics of the Sherman Granite are most consistent
with crustal melting due to the thermal efects of the intrusion of the LAC-related magmas (Geist et al., 1989).
It is possible that part of the Sherman Granite is genetically linked to the LAC suite, as composite dikes that
contain both granitic and gabbroic magmasare abundant
in the northern part of the LAC (Staford and Lindsley,
1986).Granitic units also make up part of the Red Mountain and Maloin Ranch plutons. Although zircon agesof
the LAC and Sherman Granite are indistinguishable,
contact relations indicate that the Sherman Granite intrudes the LAC, suggestingthat it is a slightly later magmatic event.
The samplesfor isotopic analyseswere selectedto cover each of the major intrusions and lithologic units. Isotopic data for the ShermanGranite are presentedin Geist
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et al. (1989).We have concentratedon the evolved plutons, becausethey have been well charucteized by detailed petrologic and geologic studies (Fuhrman et al.,
1988;Andersonet al., 1987;Kolker and Lindsley, 1989;
Kolker et al., 1990).In order to comparetheserocks with
the more primitive members of the LAC, we have also
artalyzed,several anorthositic and gabbroic rocks, which
are the subject of a more detailed, ongoing study.
Isoroprc

REsuLTs

Representativebulk-rock splits were taken from several kilograms of pulverized rock. Where large fresh samples were not available, smaller samples were obtained
by drilling in active creek beds. Approximately 50 mg of
finely ground powders were then dissolved, split, and
spiked for isotope-dilution analysis.Rb, Sr, Sm, and Nd
were extractedand mass spectrometrywas performed using techniquesdescribedby Geist et al. (1989).Nd iso: 0.7219 and
topic ratios are normalizedto t46Nd/t4aNd
: 0.1194.Analysesare reSr isotopic ratios to 885r/865r
ported relative to the La Jolla Nd standardof '43Nd/'44Nd
: 0.511836+ 6 (2o; n: 4l) and NBS 987 Sr standard
of 87Sr/E6Sr:
0.710255+ l0 (n: 16).Decayconstants
of 6.54 x 10-'2and 1.42 x lQ tt wereusedfor Nd and
Sr age corrections.
The trace-elementdata from the isotope-dilution analysesare typical ofanorthosite suites.The anorthositesare
poor in the incompatible elementsRb, Nd, and Sm and
rich in Sr, owing to the accumulation of plagioclase.The
oxide-rich rocks contain abundant apalite, which accounts for their high Nd and Sm abundances.The chemically evolved suite has variable trace-elementconcentrations, owing to accumulationand fractionation of feldspar
and trace phasessuch as apatite, zircon, and monazite,
although Sr is notably depleted in the most chemically
evolved rocks. Thorough discussionsof more complete
trace-elementdata setsare found in Fountain et al. (1981),
Kolker et al. (1990),and Anderson(1987,1988).
The isotopic data do not form a singleisochronin either
isotopic system. Becausethe LAC has not been metamorphosed or deformed, the nonisochronous relationship is attributed to varying initial isotopic ratios. The
age of the anorthosite has not been directly determined;
however, becausesyenitefrom the Red Mountain pluton
is 1439!2 Ma (Frost et al., 1990)and geologicevidence
attests to a close temporal link between all members of
the LAC, all initial ratios are calculated for 1.44 Ga.
Initial e*ovaluesfor the LAC rangefrom +2.1 to -4.4
(Table I and data of Kolker, 1989; Fie. 2). These values
are all lower than the +3 to +6 values from presumed
mantle-derived rocks from the Proterozoic Colorado
province(Nelsonand DePaolo,1984)and overlapalmost
completely with the rangefor Proterozoicgranitoids from
the Laramie Range (Geist et al., 1989). The LAC data
fall within the range determined for anorthositesof eastern North America (Ashwal and Wooden, 1985), indicating that it is typical of Proterozoic anorthosite massifs.
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Each intrusion, including the anorthosite, displays measurableNd isotopic heterogeneity(Fig. 2).
ratios of LAC rocks show much greater
Initial 8?5r/865r
Nd data, rangingfrom 0.7037 to 0.7360
the
diversity than
(Table I and data in Kolker, 1989; Fig. 2). It should be
noted that the error in the calculations of initial Sr isotopic ratios for some of the chemically evolved rocks is
quite high (up to 0.022), owing to exceedinglyhigh Rb/
Sr ratios and the age of these rocks. Furthermore, many
of theserocks are lightly seriticized,which may affect the
Rb-Sr isotopic system. Despite these uncertainties, it is
clear that the Sr isotopic values of the LAC suite overlap
with those of the ShermanGranite (Fig. 2). Furthermore,
(ttsr/tt sr)
each of the chemically evolved intrusions displays notar.oo
ble Sr isotopic heterogeneity,but the anorthosites and
gabbroshave a very small range in initial 8'5r/865r.
An/(An + Ab) ratios are used as an index of diferentiation for these rocks, owing to the cumulate nature of
some of the coarse-grainedrocks and the abundance of
plagioclase.Becausediferent analytical techniqueshave
been utilized, three types of data are used in the calculation of An/(An + Ab): (l) microprobe data from plagroclase, (2) microprobe data recombined from exsolved
ternary feldspars,and (3) normative abundancesfrom bulkrock analyses.There is no apparent correlation between
the initial Sr and Nd isotopic ratios and the An/(An +
-4-2O+2
'44
Ab) ratios throughout the entire complex, but the most
/,-1
Glra
radiogenicvaluesare restricted to the chemically evolved
suite (Fig. 3). The individual intrusions show contrasting
ratios
initial
isotopic
Fig.2. Histogram showing the rangeof
behavior. The Sr isotopic ratios of Red Mountain rocks
of the different plutons of the Laramie Anorthosite Complex. In
addition to the data reported herein, data for a gabbro, a Sybille increaseand the Nd isotopic ratios decreaseregularly with
syenite, two anorthosites,and the Maloin Ranch pluton come the sequencefayalite syeniteto ferrohedenbergiticsyenite
from Kolker (1989) and data for the Red Mountain pluton come to granites. There is no simple relation between the isofrom Andersonet al. (1987, 1988).
topic ratios and evolution in the Sybille pluton. For ex-

TABLE1. lsotopicdata
Sample

Latitude
(N)

Longitude

(w)

tBbl

tsrl

tRb/sSr

flSr/dsr

Anodhosites and gabbtos
4196',57',
LAC8722
41%6',03'
LAC8750
41"41',30',
tG11
41"47'1B',
GR56
41"41',23',
rG12

10526',08',
10522',02',
105.20',31',
105.26'28',
10s20'06'

2.852
8.624
7.908
14.70
6.194

653.7
11 8 6
1441
427.8
986.0

0.0126
0.0210
0.0159
0.0994
0.0182

0.704008(22)
0.7os2261211
0.70s472(211
0.707873(32)
0.705579(20)

Oxide-rich rocks
LAC8751

41'46'45',

105"20',50',

4.275

383.0

0.0323

0.7061
80(21
)

41"43'21',

10527',51',

4.775

440.3

0.0314

0.706345(28)

41"44',30",
41"38',12
41"44',O1',
41"44'00',

105.26',16'
10529',14',
105.26',30',
10526'46',

42.90
2.686
20.78
10.54

499.4
714.8
675.7
790.0

0.2486
0.0109
0.0890
0.0386

0.711060(22)
0.704742(24)
0.714934(26)
0.707247(27)

4153',49"
4153',06',
41.53',05',

g',
105"16',1
105.18',04',
105.14',1
3',

SR123D
Sybille pluton
sRsSD
sR152
LAC6A
LAC6C
Red Mountain pluton

MPK60a
MPK83
sQ22

149.6
156.7
220.1

564.1
47.',ts
2s.62

0.768
9.813
26.24

Nofe; Initial isotopic ratios are reported for 1.44 Ga; 20 uncertaintiesare in parentheses.Analyticaldetails are in text

0.720924(14)
0.912622(15)
1.278122(48)
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ample, the least chemically evolved fine-grained monzonite (LAC-6A) has the most crustallike isotopic ratios,
whereas more chemically evolved coarse-grainedmonzosyeniteshave more primitive isotopic ratios. There is
also no simple relationship between the chemical evolution of the rocks of the Maloin Ranch pluton and their
isotopic ratios (Kolker et al., 1990). These observations
suggestthat whereasassimilation increasedwith magma
evolution in the small Red Mountain pluton, in the larger, more complex Sybille and Maloin Ranch plutons, assimilation is decoupled from magmatic differentiation.
Instead, the amount of assimilation may depend upon
the distance to the country-rock contact or the relative
order of emplacement.
Covariation betweeninitial Nd-Sr isotopic ratios offers
the greatestinsight into the relation betweenthe different
lithologic and intrusive units (Fig. 4). The most important observations gleaned from Figure 4 are as follows:
(l) Each intrusion forms a different field on this diagram,
and eachintrusion has discernibleisotopic heterogeneity.
(2) In general,the chemically evolved rocks have more
radiogenic Sr isotopic ratios than the anorthosites and
gabbros,although the most isotopically primitive syenitic
rocks overlap the field containing the anorthosites and
gabbros.(3) There is complete overlap of the LAC suite
with Proterozoic granitoids of the southern Laramie
Range.Furthermore, the data both from the anorthosites
and gabbros and from the chemically evolved suites extend to distinctly crustal isotopic values. (4) The anorthosites and gabbrosform a nearly vertical trend on this
diagram, and the chemically evolved rocks form more
nearly horizontal trends. In other words, the anorthositegabbro suite has little variation in initial Sr isotopic ratios
and large variation in e*o,and theserelations are reversed
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Epleret al. (1986),andour
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in the chemically evolved suite. (5) The two oxide-rich
samplesare isotopically indistinguishable and similar to
the anorthositesand gabbros,consistentwith the conclusions of previous work (Goldberg, 1984) that the rocks
are geneticallyrelated.

DrscussroN
The most likely candidate for the parental magma of
the LAC are the biotite gabbrosthat make up a small but

TABLE1-Continued

t.
0.7037(2O)
0.7047(2O)
0.7051(20)
0.7058(20)
o.7052(20)

lsml
1.260
1.074
0.748
2.154

tNdl
5.648
5.701
4.422
10.80

147Sm/rsNd

r6Nd/r4Nd

0.1349
0.1139
0.1022
0.1206

0.511964(21
)
0.s11774(251
0.511s64(34)
0.s11672(1
6)

-1.7(0.4)
- 1.6(0.s)
-3.5(0.7)
-4.8{0.3)

0.1268

- 1.4(0.2)

0.7055(20)

37.84

180.4

0.7056(20)

19.44

96.27

o.1221

0.511907(11)
0.s11897(24)
0.511873(16)

0.7059(20)
0.7045(20)
0.7130(20)
0.7064(20)

6.919
4.055
19.62
12.62

33.04
16.84
97.25
60.47

0.1266
0.1456
o.1220
o.1262

0.511840(1
s)
0.s12008(21
)
0.511797(19)
0.511841(1
9)

-2.6(0.3)
-2.9(0.4)
-2.6(0.4)
-2.5(0.4)

0.1150
0.0984
0.1340

0.511923(28)
0.511663(20)
0.s12066(21
)

+ 1.1(0.6)
-0.9(0.4)
+0.4(0.4)

0.70s0(20)
0.7099(32)
0.7360(220)

29.66
| 19.0
54.86

155.9
731.1
247.5

- 1.2(0.3)
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Fig.4. Sr and Nd isotopicvariationofthe differentplutons
of theLaramieAnorthositeComplex,includingdatafrom Kolker (1989).Top insetshowsthe variationpredictedfor different
valuesof R, whichis the ratio of Sr/Nd in the parentto Sr/Nd
in the contaminant.The R: 32 and R : 0.03 curvesarecalandevolvedsyenitefrom theRed
culatedby mixinganorthosite
with crustalmaterialhaving300
Mountainpluton,respectively,
ppm Sr and 60 ppm Nd and the isotopicratiosof a Iaramie
RangeArcheangneiss(Geistet a1.,1989).

widespreadpart of the complex; some of theserocks have
the leastchemically evolved feldsparsand mafic minerals
found within the LAC. They are clearly not primary mantle melts, however,owing to their low MgO/(MgO + FeO)
ratios and Cr and Ni contents (Kolker et al., 1990; Geist,
unpublisheddata).The biotite gabbrosare also important
becausethey overlap in isotopic ratios and plagioclase
compositionswith the anorthosites(Fuhrman et al., 1988;
Kolker et al., 1990).Thesefeaturespoint to a geneticlink
betweenthese two lithologic units.
The isotopic data do not uniquely deflne the sources
for the biotite gabbros and anorthosites. The relatively
low e.uvalues of both units clearly rule out depletedr.nantle as their sole precursor,as do their relatively high E?Sr/
865rratios. This leaves two possibilities: (l) the parental
magmas were generatedfrom depleted mantle and were
subsequentlycontaminated by continental crust, or (2)
the parental magmas were generated from a relatively
heterogeneous,undepletedmantle sourceand are mostly
unaffectedby contamination.
Anorthosites are highly susceptibleto contamination
by crustal Nd owing to their low Nd concentrations(Ashwal et al., 1986).In the caseof the LAC, it is impossible
to determine the exact extent of contamination in either
the anorthosites or the evolved rocks, owing to the isotopically heterogeneouscrust in this area (Geist et al.,
1989). However, the variability within the anorthositegabbro suite is best explained by crustal contamination
(seebelow), suggestingthat contamination may have also
affectedthe most isotopically primitive rocks.
The notable isotopic heterogeneityof each monzosy-

enitic intrusion indicatesthat they evolved through opensystem processes,involving assimilation that took place
during crystallization of the plutons and mixing of separate batchesof magma derived from distinct sources.Petrographic observations and trace- and major-element
evidence from the Maloin Ranch pluton indicate that
mixing of magmas from different sourcescontrolled the
evolution of that intrusion (Kolker and Lindsley' 1989;
Kolker et al., 1990).Trace-elementdata and the existence
of partly digestedxenoliths and abundant xenocrystsin
the Sybille and Red Mountain plutons suggestthat emplacementJevelassimilation was important in their evolution (Fountain et al., l98l; Fuhrman et al., 1988; Anderson et al.,1987,1988). It is also clear that the
anorthosite evolved by open-systemdifferentiation, because there are many intrusive contacts within the anorthosite, and anorthosite-within-anorthosite xenoliths are
observed.Also, partly digestedcountry-rock xenoliths are
contained in the border facies ofthe anorthosite.
The fact that each of the chemically evolved intrusions
forms a different field on the Sr-Nd isotopic covariation
diagram indicates that the parental magmas for each intrusion had distinct Nd isotopic ratios. The data also suggest that the amount of assimilation was different in the
different intrusions. For example,the Red Mountain pluton is the most strongly chemically evolved body in the
LAC, and it also has the highest initial tTSr/86Srratios,
suggestingthat it has experiencedthe greatestamount of
high-level assimilation. There is also a generalcorrelation
between the internal chemical evolution of the Red
Mountain pluton, as measuredby the differentiation indices of the individual samples,and its initial Sr isotopic
ratios, further suggestingassimilation coupled with fractional crystallization at shallow levels. These interpretations are consistent with field evidence and trace- and
major-elementdata (Andersonet al., 1987, 1988).On the
other hand, there is no correlation betweenthe extent of
differentiation and the isotopic ratios in the Sybille pluton, even though it intruded a similar geologicenvironment as that of the Red Mountain pluton (the anorthosite-Archean gneisscontact). The Maloin Ranch pluton
also showsno simple relation betweeninitial isotopic ratios and the degreeof chemical evolution' The diference
in isotopic ratios betweenthe Sybille pluton and the Maloin Ranch pluton may be explained by the fact that the
Maloin Ranch pluton intrudes Proterozoic rocks' whereas the Sybille pluton intrudes Archean wall rocks. Traceelement and petrographic evidence suggeststhat several
magmashaving different sourcecharacteristicscoexisted
in the Maloin Ranch pluton (Kolker et al., 1990), an interpretation consistent with the isotopic data. However,
this hypothesis is difficult to reconcile with the isotopic
data from the Red Mountain pluton, which intrudes Archeancountry rock yet doesnot show evidenceofextensive contamination by Archean material. It is possible
that the Red Mountain magmas were shielded from interaction with the wall rocks by ascent through chemically insulated conduits developedby Sybille magmas.
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The observation that each of the chemically evolved
intrusionshasa distinct rangein isotopic ratios also proves
that the intrusions evolved independently. However, the
continuous and similar range of the mineral compositions within the intrusions (Fuhrman et al., 1988) suggeststhat they could have evolved along similar liquid
lines of descentfrom similar parental magmas.One possible explanation is that the major-element compositions
of the magmas were controlled by fractional crystallization, whereas the trace-element and isotopic evolution
was largely controlled by variable amounts of contamination by different crustal materials. This hypothesis is
supported by the fact that the LAC is clearly more contaminated around its margin (field observation;Fountain
et al., I 98 l), a processthat has affectedtrace-elementand
isotopic values drastically but did not alter the mineral
chemistry very strongly (Fuhrman et a1., 1988). Alternatively, Kolker et al. (1990) have proposed that the different units in the Maloin Ranch pluton came from noncomagmaticmelts derived from different crustal sources.
The vertical trend that the anorthosites and gabbros
form on the Sr-Nd isotopic correlation diagram (Fig. a)
is best explained by contamination of anorthosite, which
has a very high Sr/Nd ratio, with crustal material having
a low Sr/Nd ratio compared to anorthosite. Conversely,
the subhorizontal fields of the evolved plutons can be
explained by their relatively low Sr/Nd ratios. This cannot be the only factor controlling this trend, however, as
there is no simple relationship betweenthe Sr concentration and the initial t?Sr/86srratios within theseintrusions.
The Sr isotopic heterogeneityof the crust in the southern
Laramie Rangeand the relative Nd isotopic homogeneity
(Geist et al., 1989) also may contribute to the horizontal
trend formed by the satellite plutons.
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several different intrusions that were variably contaminated,and it is thereforenot a simple, homogeneousbody.
It is possible that the chemically evolved suite could
be entirely derived from crustal melts, as it has isotopic
ratios indistinguishablefrom those ofthe granitesin this
area.This interpretation would be consistentwith that of
Kolker et al. (1990), who proposed that most of the different units of the chemically evolved suite are noncomagmatic and the result of melting of different crustal
sources.Alternatively, the chemically evolved suite could
be a late-stagediferentiate of the gabbroic magmas that
were contaminated during crystal fractionation. This interpretation is consistent with that of Fuhrman et al.
(1988),who observedthat the variation in mineral chemistry is continuous from the gabbros and anorthosites
through the chemically evolved rocks and that the chemically evolved rocks are more contaminated around their
margin (Fountain et al., I 98 l; Subbarayuduet al., 1975).
The data presentedherein indicate that the evolution of
theserocks is much more complex, however. For example, sample LAC6A, a fine-grained monzonite, lies well
inside the maryins of the LAC but has the highest initial
tTSr/86Sr
for the Sybille pluton. Apparently, parts of the
Sybille pluton were contaminatedat deeperlevels or were
derived from diferent sources.Becauseof the small isotopic contrastbetweenthe LAC suite and the crust in this
region and the strongly heterogeneousnature of the crust
in the Laramie Range(Geist et al., 1989),it is not possible to quantify the amount of assimilation that has taken place in the individual intrusions and the nature of
the mantle that has produced the most primitive rocks.
However, it has been shown conclusively that some assimilation has taken placein the development of both the
anorthosite and the chemically evolved suite.
The similarity in the isotopic data from the two oxiderich rocks from the northern part of the LAC provides
CoNclusroNs
permissive evidence that some oxide-rich rocks are difThe isotopic ratios ofthe anorthositesand gabbrosand ferentiatesof the anorthosite-producingmagmas(cf. Ashthe isotopic variation within that suils srrggestthat these wal, 1982; Goldberg, 1984) that separatedinto immisrocks have experienced crustal contamination, as op- cible liquids. Melting experimentsand field relations also
posedto being generatedfrom relatively enriched mantle support the hypothesis that these rocks are related by
sources.These two possibilities are ofcourse not exclu- liquid immiscibility (Epler et al., 1986). The interpretasive, which presents problems in using anorthosites as tion that they are comagmatic is also consistentwith the
tracers of the kind of mantle present beneath regions of data for oxide-rich ferrodiorite of the Maloin Ranch plucontinental crust. We note, however, that most of the ton (Kolker et al., 1990).
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